True-life tale
Top trainer Lez Graham
introduces a remarkable dog
owner for whom there’s no
such word as ‘can’t’.

a will…
Where there’s
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s a canine behaviour
practitioner I am
quite often in awe of
my clients.
Sometimes awe as in ‘how
on earth have they managed
to put up with and live with
this dog for as long as they
have?’, and other times awe as
to the amount of commitment
and effort that they, and their
families, put into rehabilitating
a wayward dog.
No client, however, has made
my jaw drop quite as much as
a lady called Sarah Collins.
A good friend of Sarah’s was
attending fortnightly gundog
training classes with me at the
time, and had told Sarah about
what we did at training and
how much she was enjoying it.
So Sarah gave me a ring
and asked if I could help her
train her Golden Retriever
puppy. But, wait for it, not as
a gundog… as an assistance
dog.
After trying and failing
during our lengthy phone
call to dissuade Sarah from
using me and to go instead to
Canine Partners, I succumbed
to her charm, and… well, this is
Sarah’s story and so, I think, it
would be best told by her…
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First some
background on
me and dogs. I
was diagnosed with multiple
sclerosis (MS) in 1989 –
two months after I got my
first puppy (Tess) and a
week before I found out I
was pregnant with my first
daughter.
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Up until 2000 I was
completely mobile; in 2000
I started to walk with one stick,
by 2005 I was on two crutches,
and then I went full-time into a
wheelchair in 2008.
Over this time I had my first
two Golden Retrievers – Tess
(1989-2003) and Tosca (19982012) and, along the way, my
daughters Lucy (1990) and
Alice (1991).
Tess and Tosca were the most
wonderful family dogs and
Tosca adapted amazingly to
my reduced mobility.
When I went into the
wheelchair my family
encouraged me to consider
an assistance dog for when
Tosca was no longer with us.
Sarah and Tara proudly show
off their bronze Pet and Working
Gundog Award.

I investigated Canine Partners
and had all the paperwork
ready to fill in, but somehow
I never did.
Irrationally, going down
that route felt, to me, as if I
was being disloyal to Tosca
while she was still alive, plus
I had a nagging concern
about getting an older dog
who might well have been
beautifully trained, but whose
puppy time I would have
missed.
Having had Tess and Tosca
as pups, I felt that having a
pup is an incredibly important
time for bonding. I also felt
I’d like to be involved in doing
the training myself.
I run a business with my
husband, work full time and
am used to sorting out my
own problems, so why not
train my own assistance dog?
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Another Golden

When Tosca died in January
2012 I had no canine successor
lined up. Initially I felt that
doing the ‘puppy bit’ would be
beyond me but, after a month,
the lack of dog in the house
overwhelmed me.
With my husband and
mother-in-law’s support, we
decided to get a puppy. My
daughters were enthusiastic too,
but at that stage they were off
leading their own lives.
Having made the decision,
we were rapidly connected with
the breeder of Tara (another
Golden) – her great-greatgrandfather was Tosca’s father
so it felt like fate!
Tara was welcomed into
our family on 13 February
2012. However, I now had the
problem of turning her into an
assistance dog. While Tess and
Tosca were perfectly civilised
dogs, they were far from being
highly trained!
A good friend of mine had
worked with the trainer and
behaviourist Lez Graham to
train her spaniel, and so Lez
came highly recommended. I
contacted her within a week
of getting Tara in order to
arrange an initial session,
because I wanted to make sure
we started with good habits
and all the elements of basic
training in place.
Lez came to our house and
equipped me with techniques to
train all the fundamentals of sit,
stay, walking on a loose lead,
housetraining and some initial
retrieve exercises. Having had
Goldens over the last 25 years
I thought I knew a bit about
dogs, but Lez’s insight into
canine behaviour gave a whole
new dimension to understanding
dogs and made me realise how
much more there was to learn!

Gundog training

Over the next six months
Lez came back to add more
elements of training and by
nine months Tara was retrieving
beautifully to hand when I
dropped things – especially
useful when I drop my keys in
places I can’t easily reach, like
parts of my adapted drivefrom-wheelchair vehicle.
Tara has been coming to the
office with me since she was
three months old, so she is my
constant companion.
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Tara learns
to ignore
other dogs.

‘

No client has made my jaw
drop quite as much as a lady
called Sarah Collins.

If Sarah drops
something, like keys,
Tara is swiftly there to
pick them up for her.

Future goals

She was a paragon of virtue
at home and without distraction,
but when we were out and Tara
saw other dogs I became very
unimportant to her, so I asked
Lez if we could join one of her
classes so that I could train Tara
with other dogs around.
Lez hadn’t had anyone in
a wheelchair in her classes
before, but we were both up
for it. So on a cold and snowy
January day, Tara and I took
our places alongside five other
raw recruits to start gundog
training.
We went to class every
fortnight and came away with
homework to practise and
perfect before the next session.
This coincided with my business
being extremely busy, so it
was quite challenging at times
to make sufficient time to do
the training. However, with the
spectre of potential humiliation
at the next class hanging over
us, I became quite inventive
at making time to train at tea
breaks and lunchtime.
Tara got used to behaving
obediently with me when all

the other dogs were around,
and the camaraderie of the
group was very encouraging
when things didn’t seem to be
progressing well.

Our first award

Because she learned to pick
things up for me at home, one
of the most difficult exercises
was getting her to sit and stay
during ‘distraction’ exercises
(where I drop dummies, without
saying anything, and then pick
them up). Her natural reaction
is to come and help me!
Six months after our first
class, we took our Pet and
Working Gundog Award
bronze level assessment. Tara
had done everything well in
practice at home but, as with
all exams, everything depends
on performance on the day.
The test went OK but I knew
she had done things better at
home, so although I thought
we’d passed I didn’t think we’d
done spectacularly well.
Imagine my surprise
when we passed with
distinction!

‘‘

Sarah and Tara at training class.

‘

Training & behaviour

Sarah did spectacularly well
doing her bronze level Pet
and Working Gundog Award
– she’s made it sound quite
straightforward but, even
for someone not trying to
manoeuvre a wheelchair
in and around cones, it’s a
tricky assessment involving
distractions with dogs, a sitstay, a recall, distraction with
dummies/toys, loose lead
walking and three different
types of retrieves.
We are now into the winter
term, which is bringing with
it more challenging weather
conditions as well as more
complicated gundog training
exercises, but I know that
Sarah, along with the lovely
Tara, will be there, bundled up
against the elements, working
towards their next assessment
and, fingers crossed, eventually
their Working Gundog
Certificate.
Like I said, ‘awesome’! l
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